



2011 | Bristol Encounters Animation Festival
Muso Soup is a character animation piece, an absurd take on the vitriolic 
world of online arguments and pseudo intellectualism. The film explores the 
phenomenon of the online persona, as two music lovers with opposing tastes 
become embroiled in an escalating dispute about the supremacy of their myopic 
views. It investigates 3D animation, also known as CGI (computer-generated 
imagery).
CGI animation is typified by monotonous conformity in movement and 
visual language. For example, a character can be created that maintains a 
consistent volume, rather than being continually redrawn. A great advantage 
however of analogue drawing is that the proportions of a character can be altered 
and distorted in a way that cannot be achieved through digital effects. Through 
investigation I found that it was feasible to create a hybrid aesthetic that avoided 
a software-led look. Muso Soup demonstrates a distinctive new aesthetic, 
combining both digital and analogue techniques.
Muso Soup premiered at the Bristol Encounters Animation Festival in 2011, 
nominated in the Best Short Film category, and has subsequently been shown in 
competition at the Stuttgart Animation Festival 2012, Prix Ars Electronica 
2012 in Taiwan and at the Sydney International Animation festival.





Short cutdown of the full video
(click on screen to activate)





Stills from the short cutdown
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